Abstract-With the development of modern capital markets, the stock index futures have become one of the most active investment instruments in the world. The arbitrage of stock index futures actually plays a very important role in making the price of stock index futures be rational and activating the market. In the present paper, we propose an algorithm of spread arbitrage process, which aims to improve the statistical arbitrage strategy of pairs trading based on co-integration. Firstly, the long-term relationships among index futures are detected by co-integration tests. Then the algorithm is applied to the IF1207 and IF1208 contracts of CSI300 futures in China to test its performance. The empirical results suggest that the average profit from spread arbitrage is statistically significant and the rates of return of spread arbitrage are very attractive.
INTRODUCTION
With the development of modern capital markets, the stock index futures have become one of the most active investment instruments in the world. The CSI-300 stock index futures contract started to be traded on April 16, 2010. As the first index futures contract in China, it's not only a new transaction type in China's futures market, but also a representative of an effective risk avoiding instrument. Making full and efficient use of the CSI-300 stock index futures has become an issue of common concern in this field.
Many researches have been done in this field. Burgess(1999) proposes three steps of using statistical arbitrage method; in the first step, a portfolio which is composed of long and short positions is build up; then co-integration regression is made to create error correction mechanism; finally, trading system is implemented and the predicable component of returns is explored [1] . Ganapathy Vidyamurthy (2004) divides pairs trading into two parts: statistical arbitrage and risk arbitrage. He holds the view that statistical arbitrage is based on relative pricing theory [2] . Qiu and Cheng (2008) test the validity and efficiency of statistical arbitrage strategy model on cointegration by the simulating trading data, and the result indicates that there also has arbitrage space in index futures at home [3] .
In the present paper, according to the theory of statistical arbitrage, we propose an algorithm to make improvements on conventional strategy of pairs trading based on co-integration. In the algorithm, we create a signal index that indicates the beginnings of transaction and stop-loss points. Subsequently, we use intraday high frequency data (5 minutes) to test the algorithm. The empirical results suggest that more arbitrage opportunities and more profits can be achieved by the algorithm.
The rest of paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the definition and theory of statistical arbitrage. Section 3 proposes the algorithm of statistical arbitrage strategy. Section 4 shows the empirical results. Section 5 concludes with some remarks on potential further research.
II. STATISTICAL ARBITRAGE

A. Mathematical Definition
S. Hogan, R. Jarrow and M. Warachka (2004) give the mathematical definition of statistical arbitrage: A statistical arbitrage is a zero initial cost, self-financing trading strategy    
x t :t 0  with cumulative discounted value   t v so that:
A statistical arbitrage satisfies four conditions (i) it is a zero initial cost and self-financing trading strategy, that in the limit has (ii) positive expected discounted profits, (iii) a probability of a loss converging to zero, and (iv) a time-averaged variance converging to zero if the probability of a loss not become zero in finite time.
B. Principle
Statistical arbitrage holds that if two highly correlated assets maintain this favourable correlation in the future, then the deviation of prices between assets can be corrected when this deviation happens which aims to create arbitrage National Conference on Information Technology and Computer Science (CITCS 2012) opportunities. From the practice of statistical arbitrage, investors should buy the relatively poor assets and sell the good assets when two assets deviate from each other, and then close positions when the deviation gets corrected.
The underlying basic concept behind the principle of statistical arbitrage is mean-reversion which represents the price of asset will return to its long-term equilibrium value and the price series of asset are stationary processes in practice. If the series are stationary, we can create a signal discovery mechanism indicating whether the asset price deviates from its long-term equilibrium value and whether arbitrage opportunities exist or not. In the next section, we will propose an algorithm of the signal discovering.
C. Algorithm of Arbitrage Process
As a consequence, firstly we should take a test of cointegration on different contracts in order to confirm whether this relationship exists. If there is a co-integration relationship, the prices of contracts will maintain equilibrium in the long run, and will not deviate from each other without limit, resulting in the arbitrage to be possible. On the contrary, if there is not a cointegration, the prices of contracts will be likely to deviate from each other without limit, leading to huge risks for arbitrage. Hence we can achieve arbitrage by applying a trading rule only if there is a long-term equilibrium between assets.
The algorithm of arbitrage process can be summarized as following steps:
Suppose that the 5 minute's price series of CSI-300 near month contracts and far month contracts in every trading day are   (1) Select the first 1 T pairs of data for training to get some t trading parameters. At the beginning, we employ EngleGranger two steps method for co-integration test of these data: if they are not co-integrated, algorithm ending; if they are co-integrated, takes Step (2).
(2) Thinking about the simple regression model
OLS to estimate  and calculate the spread
Calculate the mean  and standard deviation  . 
III. DATA AND METHODOLOGY
A. Data Selection
Five minutes synchronous prices of contracts IF1207 and IF1208 from CSI300 futures are used in the empirical analysis; meanwhile these contracts are dealt with by a logarithmic process. The 432 pairs of prices observations from 18 June 2012 to 28 June 2012 are obtained from Dazhihui Stock Exchange System. Data series are firstly analyzed by using Eviews6.0. Figure 1 presents the plot of synchronous logarithmic prices of contracts IF1207 and IF1208. Obviously, two series are unstationary, and all prices move in the same pattern, suggesting they are contemporaneously highly correlated and probably have a long-term equilibrium relationship. 
B. Correlation Analysis:
Correlation is a statistical method describing closeness of relationships among variables. The quantitative indicator of this closeness is correlation coefficient. In this dissertation, simple linear correlation method is used to calculate correlation coefficient between two contracts. The formula is as follows: According to the data,
r 
, it is obvious that IF1207 is strongly correlated with IF1207 and they have positive correlation. Their prices move the same way with each other. Therefore, arbitrage opportunities exist between IF1207 and IF1208.
C. ADF Test
Additionally, this possibility can be tested by ADF Unit Root Test, followed by the results in Table I 
D. Co-integration Test
Then we can determine whether they are co-integrated by E-G co-integration test [4] .
First of all, we estimate the regression equation using ordinary least square method, taking log-price of IF1207 as dependent variable and log-price of IF1207 as independent variable. Estimated regression model is Table II . We can easily find that the residual series is stationary without unit root, which means the two series of log-price for IF1207 and IF1208 are cointegrated and have a long-term equilibrium relationship. As a result, the short time price deviation can be considered as arbitrage opportunity. According to the regression model, the proportion of IF1207 and IF1208 in portfolio is 1: 1.000355 (since the number of contract is integer in the real transaction, this proportion can be assumed as 1:1 approximately). The logspread is given as     
IV. ARBITRAGE ANALYSIS AND EMPIRICAL RESULTS
The 432 pairs of five minutes synchronous prices of contracts IF1207 and IF1208 from CSI300 futures observations from 18 June 2012 to 28 June 2012 are used as sample interval to test the performance of the arbitrage algorithm Table III reports the return performance under the given strategy, and Figure 4 presents the plot of period returns and accumulated returns curve in sample (transaction costs are not taken into account temporarily).
We can see that the statistical arbitrage based on cointegration theory gains a 0.8145% of success ratio, and only loses twice in 54 trading times. According to the Fig. 4 , these two lost are attributed to instantaneously drastic fluctuation of the spread, which means spread volatility exceeds the stop-loss boundary results in loss. That proves the setup of stop-loss threshold value is very significant for the success rate of arbitrage. Though the arbitrage opportunities are limited, we can gain an abnormal return only seizing one tenth of opportunities. In this paper, we proposed an algorithm of spread arbitrage process in order to improve the statistical arbitrage strategy of pairs trading based on co-integration. The result of empirical study suggested that the average profit from spread arbitrage was statistically significant and the rates of return of spread arbitrage were very attractive. Co-integration tests were applied to identify whether two or more index futures were good substitutes for spread arbitrage. The co-integration relation was found between two CSI-300 futures contracts, IF1207 and IF1208. This indicated that there was a long-term equilibrium level between correlated index futures, and the spread derive from co-integration relationship were stationary. Trading rules and filters were set to take advantage of the disequilibrium and to test the profitability of spread arbitrage of the index futures. The rates of return of spread arbitrage were found to be highly attractive under certain assumptions. However, this research only has performed in-sample simulation. The research on index futures spread arbitrage will be more complete and meaningful if in-sample coefficients could have been used to test the profitability of out-of sample data.
